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The emission spectrum of VN has been investigated in the 3400–19 400 cm−1 region using a Fourier transform spectrometer.
The bands were observed from the reaction of VOCl3 vapor with active nitrogen. In addition to the previously known transitions
of VN, several new bands observed in the visible and near infrared have been classified into two new electronic transitions,
e 15–a 11 and d 16 + –b 16 + . Four bands with origins near 5267.49, 5290.48, 5318.86, and 5349.45 cm−1 have been identified
as the 0–0, 1–1, 2–2, and 3–3 bands, respectively, of the d 16 + –b 16 + transition. The excited d 16 + state is known from the
d 16 + –X 311 transition observed previously by B. Simard, C. Masoni, and P. A. Hackett (J. Mol. Spectrosc. 136, 44–55 (1989)).
The d 16 + –X 311 transition has also been observed in our spectra. Another band with two P, two Q, and two R branches and
band origin near 14 292.77 cm−1 has been assigned as the e 15–a 11 transition. A rotational analysis of bands of the three
transitions has been carried out and the spectroscopic constants have been evaluated. The principal spectroscopic constants for
the a 11 state, which is most probably the lowest singlet state of VN, are B0 = 0.634 804(31) cm−1 , D0 = 9.03(14) × 107 cm−1 ,
1 +
−1
and r0 = 1.554 891(38) Å, while the equilibrium
a rotational constants for the b 6 state are Be = 0.617 896(26) cm , αe =
0.004 148(19) cm−1 , and re = 1.576 022(33) A . The d 16 + state is affected by interactions with a close-lying perturbing
C 2001 Elsevier Science
state. °
INTRODUCTION

Transition-metal-containing molecules have been the focus
of recent investigations because of their importance in astrophysics (1), catalysis, and organometallic chemistry (2–4). The
study of these molecules provides important data needed for
the understanding of catalytic processes and chemical bonding
in simple metal systems (3, 4). Transition metal nitrides, for
example, are important in the fixation of nitrogen in industrial,
inorganic, and biological systems (5, 6). Because of high cosmic
abundances of transition metal elements (7), several transitionmetal-containing diatomic species (oxides and hydrides) have
been observed in the spectra of cool M and S type stars (8–11).
There is a possibility that transition metal nitride molecules may
also be found. If detected, their spectra might provide information on the abundance of nitrogen in the atmospheres of cool
stars. Precise spectroscopic data on these species are needed for
a search. Over the past decade, considerable progress has been
made in the characterization of the interaction of transition metal
atoms with nitrogen and several theoretical (12–23) and experimental studies (21–31) have been advanced to achieve this goal.
Among the vanadium-containing molecules, the electronic
spectra of VO are the most extensively studied (32–34), and the
spectra of VN (35–37) and VCl (38) have also been characterized recently. Peter and Dunn (35) observed the emission
spectrum of a 3 8 – 31 transition with the 0–0 band near 700 nm,
which was labeled as A3 8–X 31. In the same year, Simard et al.
(36) produced VN in a molecular beam using the laser vaporiza0022-2852/01 $35.00
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tion technique and observed three transitions, 3 8–31, 3 5–31,
and 16 + –311 with their 0–0 bands near 700, 624, and 616 nm, respectively. Simard et al. (36) also obtained a rotational analysis
of the 0–0 band of the 16 + –311 intercombination transition and
labeled it d 16 + –X 311 . The 624-nm transition was later studied
in a molecular beam source using laser-induced fluorescence by
Balfour et al. (37), who labeled this transition D 35–X 31. In this
work the spectra were recorded at sub-Doppler resolution and
the hyperfine structure of the three subbands of the 0–0 band of
this transition was observed. Balfour et al. (37) provided precise
rotational and hyperfine constants for the D 35 and X 31 states.
The reaction of laser-ablated first-row transition metal atoms
with N2 has been investigated by Andrews and co-workers (39,
40) and matrix spectra for molecules such as MN and MN2 have
been observed. A sharp VN peak at 1026.2 cm−1 observed in
solid argon has been assigned as the fundamental vibrational
band of VN, in reasonable agreement with the available gas
phase value of 1020 ± 5 cm−1 (36). The spectroscopic properties of the low-lying electronic states of VN have also been
calculated recently (16, 17). The first calculations were reported
by Mattar and Doleman (16), who performed multireference CI
calculations on a few triplet states of VN while, more recently,
Harrison (17) has predicted the spectroscopic properties of most
of the low-lying singlet and triplet states using MCSCF and multireference CI ab initio calculations.
Recently the permanent electric dipole moments in the ground
and excited states of VN and CrN have been measured experimentally by Steimle et al. (41). They have recorded the
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5+
0 –X 11, P(1) spectrum of VN and, from the observed Stark
splitting, they have obtained a dipole moment of 3.07(7) D for
the X 311 state, compared to the theoretical value of µ = 2.77 D
calculated by Harrison (17).
In the present investigation we have recorded the emission
spectrum of VN in the 3400–19400 cm−1 region and have
observed two new electronic transitions, 15– 11 and 1 6 + –1 6 + ,
in the singlet manifold, in addition to the transitions observed by
previous workers (35–37). We have also seen the d 16 + –X 311
transition of VN, previously observed by Simard et al. (36).
The excited 16 + state of our new 1 6 + –16 + transition is in
common with the excited state of the d 16 + –X 311 transition.
In this paper we will report the rotational analysis of the 0–0,
1–1, 2–2, and 3–3 bands of the 16 + –16 + transition and the 0–0
bands of the 15– 11 and d 16 + –X 311 transitions of VN.
3

EXPERIMENTAL

The VO, VN, and VCl bands were observed in the same experiment from the reaction of flowing VOCl3 vapor and active
nitrogen. The details of the experimental setup are provided in
our recent paper on VO (42). In brief, active nitrogen was produced in a short quartz tube attached to the reaction cell by
flowing N2 through a microwave discharge. The active nitrogen
then reacted with VOCl3 vapor introduced at room temperature
through another side tube whose inlet was located near the active
nitrogen inlet. The intensity of the discharge was controlled by
cooling the reaction tube with vapor from liquid nitrogen in a
styrofoam container beneath the main reaction tube.
The spectra were recorded with the 1-m Fourier transform
spectrometer associated with the McMath–Pierce telescope of
the National Solar Observatory at Kitt Peak. The spectra in
the interval 3400–19 400 cm−1 were recorded in two parts,
3400–14 700 cm−1 and 8700–19 400 cm−1 , by coadding 29 and
4 scans at a resolution of 0.02 and 0.015 cm−1 , respectively. The
spectrometer was equipped with a CaF2 beam splitter. Liquidnitrogen-cooled InSb and midrange photodiode detectors were
used in recording the spectra in the two regions.
In addition to VO, VN, and VCl molecular lines, the spectra
also contained CO 2–0 overtone lines present as an impurity.
The spectrum was calibrated using the measurements of the 2–0
overtone lines of CO provided by Maki and Wells (43). The
molecular lines of VN have a typical width of 0.032 cm−1 and
appear with a maximum signal-to-noise ratio of 8 : 1 so that
the best line positions are expected to be accurate to about
±0.002 cm−1 . However, the lines of the e 15– a 11 transition
are frequently overlapped with much stronger lines of the A 38–
X 31 transition; therefore, the uncertainty in the measurement
of lines of the e 15–a 11 transition may be somewhat higher.
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These transitions were labeled as A 38–X 31 (35, 38), D 35–
X 31 (37), and d 16 + –X 311 (36). The electronic structure of
VN is expected to be very similar to that of TiO (44, 45) and
NbN (46–48), for which the low-lying electronic states are relatively well characterized and several singlet and triplet states
are known experimentally. For VN, however, only the d 16 +
state has been experimentally observed in the singlet manifold.
Recent theoretical studies of VN (17) predict the presence of
several additional low-lying electronic states. For example, a
lowest 3 6 − excited state, analogous to the A 36 − state of NbN
(46–48), has been predicted in the triplet manifold of VN (17).
So far this state has not been experimentally observed for TiO.
Our present observations provide data for several new low-lying
singlet states, a 11, b 16 + , and e1 5 of VN, consistent with predictions of Harrison (17) and available results for TiO (44, 45)
and NbN (46–48). In this paper, therefore, we have taken this
opportunity to update the energy level diagram of VN based on
our experimental results and the most recent ab initio calculations (17). The updated energy level diagram of the low-lying
electronic states of VN is presented in Fig. 1, where we have
labeled the lowest 3 6 − state as 1 36 − and the lowest singlet
excited state as a 11.

LOW-LYING ELECTRONIC STATES OF VN

Three electronic transitions of VN are known to date from
the previous analyses of bands observed in the visible region.

FIG. 1. A schematic energy level diagram for the low-lying electronic states
of VN. The new transitions are drawn by bold solid arrows.
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The ground state of VN arises from the 3dδ 1 4sσ 1 configuration (17, 35–37), while the 1 36 − and the previously observed
A 38 and D 35 states of VN (Fig. 1) arise from 3dδ 2 , 3dδ 1 3π 1 ,
and 3dδ 1 3π 1 configurations, respectively. In the singlet manifold the ordering of the states is predicted to be a 11 (3dδ 1 4sσ 1 ),
b 16 + (4sσ 2 ), c 10 (3dδ 2 ), d 16 + (3dδ 2 ), e 15 (3dδ 1 3dπ 2 ), and
f 18 (3dδ 1 3dπ 2 ). All the singlet electronic states shown in the
energy diagram (Fig. 1) were predicted in the ab initio calculation of VN by Harrison (17), except the c 10 state. The experimentally observed electronic states of VN have been drawn by
solid lines and the states predicted (but not observed yet) have
been drawn by broken lines. The previously observed transitions
are drawn by normal solid arrows in Fig. 1 while the new electronic transitions observed in this work are drawn by bold solid
arrows.

OBSERVATIONS

The spectra were measured using a program called PCDECOMP developed by J. Brault at Kitt Peak. The peak positions were determined by fitting a Voigt line shape function to
each spectral feature and the branches were sorted using a color
Loomis–Wood program running on a PC computer. The spectra
are full of strong bands belonging to VO and VN. In the region
6000–7300 cm−1 , our previously reported [7.0] 51–X 51 transition of VCl (38) is also present with moderate intensity. In the
near infrared a new 1 2 8–1 21 transition of VO has also been observed for the first time; the analysis will be published elsewhere
(42). Our Loomis–Wood program was very helpful in identifying the lines, particularly in the weaker and overlapped bands.
Our present spectra consist of a number of new bands of VN in
the region 5200–14 400 cm−1 , which have been assigned to the
d 16 + –b 16 + and e 15–a 11 electronic transitions following the
notation for the electronic states provided in Fig. 1. The rotational analysis of these two transitions, along with an extended
analysis of the d 16 + –X 311 transition, near 16 220 cm−1 (36),
will be presented in this paper.

(A) The d 16 + –b 16 + Transition
A group of four bands with open rotational structure has been
observed in the region 5200–5400 cm−1 . Only bands in the
1v = 0 sequence have been observed in our spectra. The rotational structure of each band consists of a single R and a single
P branch without any doubling, consistent with the 16 + – 16 +
assignment.
The lowest wavenumber band with a band origin near
5267 cm−1 has been identified as the 0–0 band. This band is
slightly weaker in intensity than the 1–1 band and is free from
local perturbations, although the effect of interactions in the excited state is reflected by the abnormally large distortion constants. Rotational lines up to R(38) and P(41) have been observed
in this band.
The next band with an origin near 5290 cm−1 has been identified as the 1–1 band of the d 16 + – b 16 + transition. A part of
the 1–1 band is presented in Fig. 2, in which some P lines have
been marked. The rotational lines up to R(56) and P(56) have
been identified in this band, which is also free from local perturbations. The next two higher wavenumber bands, with their
origins near 5319 and 5349 cm−1 , have been identified as the 2–2
and 3–3 bands of the d 16 + –b 16 + transition. These bands are
affected by local perturbations in the excited state near J 0 = 27
and 20, respectively.
A comparison of the rotational constants from the analysis of
the 0–0 band of the d 16 + –b 16 + transition with the constants
of the v = 0 vibrational level of the d 16 + state indicates
that this transition has an excited state in common with the
d 16 + –X 311 transition.
(B) The d 16 + –X 311 Transition
The 0–0 band of the d 16 + –X 311 transition is located near
16 220 cm−1 . This transition was previously measured by
Simard et al. (36) by laser-induced fluorescence in a molecular
beam and was named the d 16 + –X 311 transition. We will
retain this notation. This transition consists of single R, P, and
Q branches with the Q branch being the strongest in intensity.

FIG. 2. An expanded portion of the 1–1 band of the d 16 + –b 16 + transition of VN near the P head.
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FIG. 3. A compressed portion of the spectrum in the region of the A 38–X 31 transition of VN with the heads of the e 15–a 11 transition marked.

Because of the similar magnitudes of the rotational constants
in the upper and lower states, this transition also has an open
structure and all of the Q lines are piled up in a narrow region of
about four wavenumbers. Our measurements of the rotational
lines of this transition agree well with the measurements of
Simard et al. (36) within the experimental uncertainty. In our
work we have extended the observations to include the lines
up to R(26), P(27), and Q(31) of the 0–0 band compared to
R(17), P(21), and Q(21) observed in the previous analysis. No
other vibrational bands have been identified because of their
very weak intensity.
(C) The e 15–a 11 Transition
The 0–0 band of the e 1 5–a 11 transition has Q and R heads
near 14 293 and 14 317 cm−1 , respectively. This band is heavily
overlapped by bands of the strong A 38–X 31 transition. At first
glance (Fig. 3) the e 15–a 11 transition is not obvious in our
spectra. The Loomis–Wood program was again very helpful in
identifying this transition, in spite of heavy overlapping. The
0–0 band consists of two R, two P, and two Q branches with
negligible 3-doubling in the lower state. This transition has been
assigned as the e 15–a 11 transition of VN. The 1–1 and other
higher vibrational bands could not be identified because of their
weaker intensity and strong overlapping from the bands of the
A 38–X 31 transition. A part of the compressed spectrum of VN
in the e 15–a 11 region is presented in Fig. 3, with the Q and R
heads marked.

No off diagonal bands of the d 16 + –b 16 + , d 16 + –X 311 , and
e 5–a 11 transitions of VN have been observed in our spectra,
so none of the vibrational intervals of the singlet electronic states
could be determined.
1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Although the first lines were generally not identified, there
is no doubt in the assignment of the d 16 + –b 16 + transition
because the upper state is common to the singlet–triplet intercombination transition measured by Simard et al. (36). The rotational analysis of the e 15–a 11 transition is secure because of
the presence of Q branches. The observed line positions of the
d 16 + –b 16 + , d 16 + –X 311 , and e 15–a 11 transitions of VN are
provided in Table 1. The molecular constants were determined
by fitting the observed line positions with the customary energy
level expressions:
(for 16 + , 11, and 311 states)
Fv (J ) = Tv + Bv J (J + 1) − Dv [J (J + 1)]2
+ Hv [J (J + 1)]3

[1]

(for 15 state)

°
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Fv (J ) = Tv + Bv J (J + 1) − Dv [J (J + 1)]2
+ Hv [J (J + 1)]3
± 1/2[qv J (J + 1) + q Dv (J (J + 1))2 ].

[2]
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TABLE 1
Observed Line Positions (in cm−1 ) for the d 1Σ+ –b1 Σ+ , d 1Σ+ –X 3∆1 , and e 1Π–a 1∆ Transitions of VN

Note. Lines marked by “a” are perturbed lines and O-C are observed minus calculated wavenumbers in units of 10−3 cm−1 .
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TABLE 1—Contiuned

In the final fit the blended lines were given a reduced weighting
and badly overlapped lines were excluded in order to improve
the standard deviation of the fit. The perturbed lines in the 2–2
and 3–3 bands of the d 1 6 + –b 16 + transition were also heavily
deweighted. The bands of the d 16 + –b 16 + and d 16 + –X 311
transitions were initially fitted separately but in the final fit the
0–0 bands of the two transitions were combined to determine
a single set of molecular constants for the v = 0 vibrational
level of the d 16 + state. We have observed additional higher J
lines in the d 16 + –X 311 transition than previously reported by
Simard et al. (36) and this has provided improved constants for
the d 16 + state. The molecular constants obtained from the final
fits are provided in Table 2.
The carrier of the new bands was established on the basis of
the experimental evidence and by comparison with the known
spectra of VO, VN, and VO+ . The magnitude of the B values
of the observed states was very helpful in making a definite
identification. The upper and lower states of the new transitions
reported here are fitted as odd multiplicity states and their B values are >0.61 cm−1 , while the VO states have even multiplicity
with B values of ∼0.55 cm−1 . The B values of our new transitions are also inconsistent with the VO+ molecule, for which

two singlet transitions have been observed with B values of the
order of ∼0.53 cm−1 (49). The electronic spectra of VC are
not known yet and it is very unlikely that this molecule would
have formed under our experimental conditions. Moreover, the
new near infrared transition at 5267 cm−1 has an excited state
in common with the d 16 + –X 311 transition VN, first observed
by Simard et al. (36). This removes any doubt about the identity
of the carrier of the new infrared bands. The 14 293 cm−1 band,
assigned here as the e 15–a 11 transition, has upper and lower
state B values of 0.62 and 0.64 cm−1 , respectively. The states
of this transition are also of odd multiplicity and their rotational
constants are again too big for molecules like VO and VO+ .
Because off-diagonal bands were not observed in any of the
transitions reported in this paper, the vibrational intervals remain unknown for the observed singlet electronic states of VN.
However, the observation of the 1–1, 2–2, and 3–3 bands in
addition to the 0–0 band of the d 16 + –b 16 + transition has enabled us to determine equilibrium rotational constants for the
d 16 + and b 16 + states (Table 3). As can be noted in Table 2, the
rotational constants for the b 16 + state vary relatively smoothly
with v, indicating that this state is free from interactions. The rotational constants of Table 2 provide Be = 0.617 896(26) cm−1
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TABLE 2
Molecular Constantsa (in cm−1 ) for VN

a

Numbers in parentheses are one standard deviation in the last digits quoted.

and αe = 0.0041 48(19) cm−1 for the b 16 + state. As has been
mentioned previously, the d 16 + state is affected by interactions
with some unknown state (or states). A careful inspection of the
constants of Table 2 shows that the v = 0, 2, and 3 vibrational
levels of the d 16 + state are affected by these interactions. Although no local perturbations have been observed in the v = 0
vibrational level of the d 16 + state, the distortion constants have
unexpectedly large magnitudes. The values of D0 = 4.082(11) ×
10−6 cm−1 and H0 = 4.048(43) × 10−10 cm−1 were determined
for v = 0 and they are an order of magnitude bigger than the values expected for an isolated level of the VN molecule. The effects
of interactions are clearly visible in the v = 2 and 3 vibrational
levels of the d 16 + state in which local perturbations have been
observed at J = 27 and 20, respectively. Because of these interactions, the rotational constants for the four (v = 0, 1, 2, and 3)
vibrational levels vary somewhat irregularly (see Table 2). The
constants of Table 2 provide equilibrium rotational constants of
Be = 0.628 61(21) cm−1 and αe = 0.004 59(15) cm−1 for the
d 16 + state (See Table 3). The equilibrium rotational constants
for the b 16 + and d 16 + states have been used to calculate the
equilibrium bond lengths of 1.576 022(33) and 1.562 53(26) Å,
respectively. The theoretical values of re = 1.598 and 1.632 Å
TABLE 3
Equilibrium Constants (in cm−1 ) for VN

have been obtained for the d 16 + and b 16 + states, respectively.
For the a 11 and e 15 states the respective r0 bond lengths of
1.554 891(38) and 1.574 459(42) Å were obtained experimentally. These values can be compared with the theoretical values
of re = 1.596 Å (a 11) and re = 1.594 Å (e 15) obtained by
Harrison (17 ).
CONCLUSION

The emission spectrum of VN has been investigated in the
region extending from the near infrared to the visible using
a Fourier transform spectrometer. The new bands observed in
the region 5200–14400 cm−1 have been assigned to two new
electronic transitions, d 16 + –b 16 + and e 15–a 11, adopting the
notation for the isovalent NbN molecule and the energy level
diagram for VN provided in Fig. 1. The d 16 + –X 311 transition previously observed by Simard et al. (36) has also been observed. A rotational analysis of the 0–0, 1–1, 2–2, and 3–3 bands
of the d 16 + –b 16 + transition and the 0–0 band of the e 15–a 11
transition has been carried out and the molecular constants determined. The analysis of the previously observed d 16 + –X 311
transition has also been extended by including the high J lines
observed in our spectra. The present observations indicate that
the d 16 + state of VN is affected by local perturbations in the
v = 2 and 3 vibrational levels near J 0 = 27 and 20, respectively.
The nature of the perturbing state could not be ascertained from
our present observations and more experimental work is needed
to draw a definite conclusion about the nature of the perturbing
state (or states). Some additional ab initio predictions for the
low-lying states would also be most welcome.
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